UNIT INTRODUCTION
Give students a few moments to
read this introduction silently and
then ask these questions.

 In First Form you learned all ﬁve declensions and 1st/2nd declension adjectives. Now you are
ready to learn some variations that occur in these declensions. Learning a few exceptions is easy
after you have learned the basic rules.
 In this Unit you will ﬁrst review 1st and 2nd declension nouns and adjectives and then learn
about er-ir nouns and adjectives of the 2nd declension masculine.

Name the eight parts of speech.
(noun, adjective, pronoun,
verb, adverb, preposition,
conjunction, interjection)

 Most 2nd declension masculine nouns end in us in the nominative singular, but there are a few
that end in er and one that ends in ir. These masculine nouns are declined with the same case
endings you have already learned.
 You will also review declensions 3-5 and learn about 3rd declension i-stem nouns and 3rd
declension adjectives.

What parts of speech did we cover
in First Form? (nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs)

 3rd declension i-stem nouns are a large group that deviate slightly from the regular 3rd
declension nouns.
 There are only two types of adjectives in Latin:
1st/2nd declension adjectives
3rd declension adjectives

Which two cases did you use
in First Form? (nominative and
accusative)

 You learned 1st/2nd declension adjectives in First Form, and you will learn 3rd declension
adjectives in this unit.
 In First Form you learned to use the nominative and accusative cases. In this unit you will be
introduced to the genitive and dative cases.

What two cases will you learn
to use in this unit? (genitive and
dative)
What two variants in the five
declensions will you learn about
in this unit? (er, ir nouns of 2nd
declension and i-stem nouns of 3rd
declension)
What are the two types of adjectives
in Latin? (1st/2nd declension
adjectives and 3rd declension
adjectives)
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Which ones do you already know? Give an example. (1st/2nd declension adjectives, bonus -a -um is an
example)
All First Form material is reviewed in Second Form in four review lessons: Lessons 1, 4, 12, and 17. The
next lesson reviews Unit III of First Form.
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UNIT I
Nouns - AdJectiVes

The Appian Way
All roads lead to Rome. The Appian Way, initiated by Appius
Claudius, was the great road between Rome and the port
of Brindisi, the gateway to Greece and the East. Rome’s
magnificent system of roads made communication, commerce,
and rapid movement of troops possible, and by them Rome
maintained control over her far-flung empire. Built by the
legions with superb engineering, they were resistant to freezing
and flooding and required little maintenance. Like Roma Eterna,
they were built to last for the ages.
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lesson I
1

ORAL RECITATION/REVIEW
Teacher: Salvete, amici Latinae
Salve, amice Latinae
		or
Salvete discipuli,
Salve discipulus, discipula
Student(s): Salve, magistra (magister)
(Hello, teacher)
Teacher: Súrgite (Stand up) or
Surge (Stand up)
Teacher: Recitemus (Let us recite)
Begin Second Form Latin with a
full recitation of First Form Latin
grammar forms. It will be fun and
enlightening for the students to
see how much they remember, and
you will discover what you need
to work on. Practice this section
of the recitation every day of the
week. Students forget a lot over the
summer.
Teacher: Sede or Sedete (Sit down)
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first form Review
first and second declension nouns
2nd Declension Masculine

2nd Declension Neuter

s.

Pl.

s.

Pl.

s.

Pl.

nom.

mensa

mensae

servus

servi

bellum

bella

gen.

mensae

mensarum

servi

servorum

belli

bellorum

dat.

mensae

mensis

servo

servis

bello

bellis

acc.

mensam

mensas

servum

servos

bellum

bella

abl.

mensā

mensis

servo

servis

bello

bellis

case

1st Declension

first and second declension adjectives
case

Singular

Plural

M.

f.

n.

M.

f.

n.

nom.

bonus

bona

bonum

boni

bonae

bona

gen.

boni

bonae

boni

bonorum

bonarum

bonorum

dat.

bono

bonae

bono

bonis

bonis

bonis

acc.

bonum

bonam

bonum

bonos

bonas

bona

abl.

bono

bonā

bono

bonis

bonis

bonis

numbers
Roman
numerals

cardinal

ordinal

I

unus -a -um

one

primus -a -um

first

II

duo

two

secundus -a -um

second

III

tres

three

tértius -a -um

third

IV

quattuor

four

quartus -a -um

fourth

V

quinque

five

quintus -a -um

fifth

Grammar Questions for Rapidsex
sextus -a -um
six
sixth
VI
Fire Review: Ask all of the 110
septem
séptimus -a -um
seven
seventh
VII
grammar questions from First Form
octo
octavus -a -um
eight
eighth
VIII
Latin. They are at the end of the
novem
nonus -a -um
nine
ninth
IX
decem
décimus -a -um
ten
tenth
X
Second Form Workbook, and also at
the end of your Teacher Workbook
10
Key, right before the Tests and
Quizzes. If you are in a classroom
setting, you can form teams for this review. For the remainder of the week, practice the questions that
pertain to this Review, Questions 1-9, and 57-92. These Grammar Questions for Rapid-Fire Review
are like a catechism. Students should study them as part of their regular review work. A selection of
them should be asked orally at the beginning of every lesson for a quick warm-up and review. Every
lesson has suggested questions, but you should tailor them to the needs of your students.
Vocab Drill Sheets:
The Vocab Drill Sheets, First Form and Second Form are at the end of the Student Workbook. In the
Teacher Workbook Key they are after the Grammar Questions and before the Tests and Quizzes. The
vocabulary words are listed according to lesson. Drill all of the words in this Review Lesson, Lessons
12-17 of First Form Latin. The oral drill method is described on the Introductory page to the Vocab Drill
Sheets.
The ideal Latin learning experience is for students to have complete mastery over all material, and
be spared the unpleasant and discouraging feeling of learning new material without a firm grasp on
the old. This can only be achieved by constant review of old materials while adding new. If review is
done on a daily basis, it will not be a burden, nor take up much of your instruction time. Maintaining
mastery of vocabulary is the most difficult chore of all. Constant attention to vocabulary, using the
Vocab Drill Sheets orally in class and flashcards at home, is imperative. Don’t neglect it.
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Pronunciation
Review
Read the Pronunciation
introduction on page 6 of the text.

Vocabulary Review
aeternus -a -um

eternal
everlasting

equus -i m.

horse

parvus -a -um

agnus -i m.

lamb

fílius -i m.

son

poeta -ae m.

poet

puella -ae f.

girl

small

agrícola -ae m.

farmer

forum -i n.

forum,
marketplace

altus -a -um

high, deep

Itália -ae f.

Italy

regina -ae f.

queen

amicus -i m.

friend

latus -a -um

wide, broad

regnum -i n.

kingdom

annus -i m.

year

magnus -a -um

great, large

Roma -ae f.

Rome

bellum -i n.

war

malus -a -um

bad

sanctus -a -um

sacred,
holy

bonus -a -um

good

maria -ae f.

Mary

saxum -i n.

rock

caelum -i n.

sky, heaven

mensa -ae f.

table

servus -i m.

slave,
servant

Christus -i m.

Christ

multus -a -um

much, many

templum -i n.

temple

terra -ae f.

earth,
land

verbum -i n.

word

débitum -i n.

debt, sin

mundus -i m.

world,
mankind

deus -i m.

god

nauta -ae m.

sailor

dóminus -i m.

lord, master

novus -a -um

new

donum -i n.

gift

óppidum -i n.

town

You should begin to emphasize
accenting the correct syllable in
form drills and workbook exercises,
if you haven’t already.
Review pronunciation thoroughly
and correct errors that may have
crept into student pronunciation.
One of the most common errors is
the sound of the letter u.
/u/ is always /oo/, never /you/.

grammar Review

Recite syllables in order from left
to right: antepenult, penult, and
ultima. Think and say APU to help
students remember the names of the
syllables in order from left to right.

 Four gender rules: (1) NG (2) 1D F (3) 2D us m (4) 2D um N
 The neuter rule: The nominative and accusative cases are the same and end in a in the plural.
 A verb agrees with its subject in person and number.
 An adjective agrees with its noun in gender, number, and case, and may precede or follow its
noun.
 A predicate nominative follows a linking verb, renames the subject, and is in the nominative case.
A predicate adjective follows a linking verb, describes the subject, and is in the nominative case.
 The genitive singular of a 1st declension noun is -ae, and of a 2nd declension noun is -i.

latin sayings
Roma Aeterna
Anno Dómini (A.D.)
ante bellum
Quattuor anni témpora
mater Italiae Roma
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The rule for which syllable to accent is very simple: accent a word on the next last syllable (penult),
unless you see an accent on the second last syllable (antepenult) Students do not have to write
accents in their written work, but they should try to accent the correct syllable when reading Latin.

Note: For the sake of convenience, this text will use you for singular and you all for plural.
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lesson II
1

ORAL RECITATION/REVIEW
Greeting
Recitation:
case names
mensa
servus
bellum
bonus -a -um
unus, duo
primus, secundus

Ager Vaticanus

second declension er, ir nouns
vir viri m.

Grammar Questions: FF 1-9, 57-92
(Every lesson will have suggested
grammar questions, but feel free
to tailor this review to the needs of
your students.)

boy, child

s.

Pl.

case

s.

Pl.

nom.

vir

vir i

nom.

puer

púer i

gen.

vir i

vir orum

gen.

púer i

puer orum

dat.

vir o

vir is

dat.

púer o

púer is

acc.

vir um

vir os

acc.

púer um

púer os

abl.

vir o

vir is

abl.

púer o

púer is

case

s.

Pl.

nom.

ager

agr i

gen.

agr i

agr orum

dat.

agr o

agr is

acc.

agr um

agr os

abl.

agr o

agr is

Vocabulary

LATIN SAYING
Say aloud and ask students to repeat after you.

Notes:
ager, agri
vaticanus, a, um

puer pueri m.

man

case

ager agri m. ﬁeld, ground

Vocab Drill: FF Lessons 19-24
(Every lesson will have suggested
vocabulary review, but feel free to
tailor this review to the needs of
your students.)
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The Vatican Field

field
vatican

latin

gender

english

derivative(s)

vir viri

m.

man

virile

puer púeri

m.

boy, child

puerile

vesper vésperi

m.

evening

vespers

ager agri

m.

ﬁeld, ground

agriculture

culter cultri

m.

knife

cutlery

liber libri

m.

book

library

magister magistri
magistra -ae

m.
f.

teacher (male)
teacher (female)

magistrate, master

líberi liberorum

m.

children
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Grammar - Chalk talk
Write the declension of vir, viri on the board and ask students to CCA (compare, contrast, analyze). What
gender and declension is vir, viri and how do you know? (2nd declension masculine, because all nouns
whose genitive sing. ends in i belong to the 2nd decl. Excepting the nom. sing. ending in ir, the case
endings are the same as the 2nd declension masculine. Vir has natural gender.) What is the stem of
vir, viri? (vir) The nominative singular and stem are the same. Can you think of any other nouns
where this occurs? (soror, sororis and sol, solis)
Write the declension of puer, pueri on the board and ask students to CCA (compare, contrast, analyze).
What gender and declension is puer, pueri and how do you know? (2nd declension masculine, because
all nouns whose genitive sing. ends in i belong to the 2nd decl. Excepting the nom. sing. ending in er,
the case endings are the same as the 2nd declension masculine. Puer has natural gender.) What is the
stem of puer, pueri? (puer) The nominative singular and stem are the same. Can you think of any
other nouns where this occurs? (vir, soror, and sol)
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Word study  grammar  syntax
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VOCAbULARY

Say each word aloud with its genitive
form, gender, meaning, and derivatives;
have students repeat after you. Begin every
day with this oral drill of the week’s new
vocabulary.

 Most 2nd declension masculine nouns end in us in the nominative singular, but there are some
that end in er and one that ends in ir. Except for the nominative singular, these nouns have the
same case endings as all 2nd declension masculine nouns. The er nouns are all masculine.
 These nouns show why it is important to always learn the genitive singular. The nominative
singular of most declensions can vary, but the genitive singular never varies. The genitive
singular 1) identiﬁes the declension the noun belongs to and 2) provides the stem.

Can you see two different groups
in these words with respect to stem
formation? (One group retains the
final e in the stem, and the other
group loses the final e in the stem.)
The er nouns, like the us nouns
of the 2nd declension, are usually
masculine.

 Looking at the genitive singular of puer, vir, and vesper, you see that the stem is the same as the
nominative singular form.
 Looking at the genitive singular of ager, culter, magister, and liber, you see that the genitive
singular form drops the letter e.
 Liberi liberorum, children, is a noun that is declined in the plural only. Do not confuse:
liber libri
book
líberi liberorum
children
líbero liberare
to set free
The Ager Vaticanus on the west bank of the Tiber River was the 14th district of the
ancient city of Rome. Low-lying and damp, it was considered unhealthy and was used
as a cemetery until the emperor Caligula built a racetrack, later enlarged by Nero, in
the ager. It was the site of the martyrdom of St. Peter and thus became the location of
Vatican City and St. Peter’s Basilica. The original church, built by Constantine in the
4th century over
St. Peter’s tomb,
was torn down
and replaced by
the current St.
Peter’s, built in
the 15th century
and designed by
Michelangelo. The
colonnade and
square were added
by Bernini in the
16th century.

In Latin there are many nouns that
only have plural forms. This is
less common in English, but some
examples are pants and scissors.
Decline liberi, liberorum aloud
with students and give meanings.
(see workbook)

St. Peter’s Basilica
Rome, Italy
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How liberi, liberorum came to
mean children is not clear. Since
liber is also an adjective (Lesson
3) that means free, it could refer to
the freedom of children, or it could
refer to the children of Roman
citizens who are free, or it could
be the two words are unrelated.
Derivatives: agronomy

GRAmmAR - ChALk TALk
Write the declension of ager, agri on the board and ask students to CCA. What gender and declension
is ager, agri and how do you know? (2nd declension masculine, because all nouns whose genitive sing.
ends in i belong to the 2nd decl. Excepting the nom. sing. ending in er, the case endings are the same
as the 2nd declension masculine. Ager is listed in the vocabulary list as masculine.) What is the stem
of ager, agri? (agr) How is the stem formed from the nominative? (It drops the e.) Do you know any
other nouns that drop the e to form the stem? (mater, pater, frater) What declension are they? (3rd)
Look at the vocabulary list. Write puer and ager on the board. All of the vocabulary words are either
like puer or ager with respect to stem formation. Is culter, cultri like puer or ager? Go through the list
and ask students which column to put each word in and to give the stem.
puer
liber, liberi
vir, viri
vesper, vesperi

stem
puer
liber
vir
vesper

ager
culter, cultri
liber, libri
magister, magistri
magistra, magistrae

stem
agr
cultr
libr
magistr
magistr
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